
— God-Made? — 

 

Oh Man! What a piece of work—the mind; 
What noble deeds done and undone in kind. 

What Rube Goldberg inventions heaped upon— 
In the layers of brains the mind is made upon. 

What is this sapiens mammal animal, 
But of some slime and of brutish law! 
Let us ‘neglect’ this state of affairing 
On the grounds that it is unappealing. 

We are spun of the Eternal Golden Braid, 
Those windings of Truth, Love, and Beauty made 

From the Goodness of Purity Immortal— 
The Theory of Everything’s singular portal. 



What is Man but the special chosen species 
For which all the plants grow and the waters reach, 

For which the Earth turns ‘round, and orbits, 
Enabling us to thrive above any and all creation. 

What is Man but the only bloom for which all 
The 13.7 billions years of evolution and love 

Have occurred in a predetermined random yeast 
To form and flower such a vainglorious beast. 

It’s ever on forever’s edge that we meet our destiny, 
That in our temporary parentheses of Eternity 
We would flourish for just a moment, bidden 

As the blossoms of Perfection’s Flower Garden. 

A hundred trillion stars and countless shores 
Were built to light our universal nights explored; 

Forty million other lower species too, the All-Might 
Placed about our world, merely for our delight. 

Our name is Writ Large on the Heaven’s marquee, 
In the supernovae stardust showered from Thee. 

From Nothing not He came, but, of a naught 
Our own universe was made and ever wrought. 

A starring role we play in this reality show, 
Every atom spinning around for us to know, 

Our ancestors rising and falling for us to stand upon, 
Oh man! They lived and died for our own promise! 

Every shaft of light shines with us in mind; 
Thus it beams forth our beginning and our end— 

In and of God’s hidden and Heavenly Shrine. 
Oh life! We cherish being, that of yours and mine. 

We do so much deserve reward beyond this role— 
And so it is that one’s immortal spirit-soul, 

That angelic vapour that drives a living being, 
Wilt go forth to glory on behind the scene. 



We are not merely some mammally organic luck, 
But purposely evolved on this planet near a star 
In an intended long and winding mindless ‘birth’ 

Of slowly drifting time, dust, and selection by death 
That ever sifted the Sapiens from the rest! 

Now why’s the soul so ‘true’ and so far with it faith goes? 
It’s because one so much wishes it to be what knows. 

… 
I looked in on the Two and Seventy Sects, 

And heard but the Karma of the Barking Dogma: 

Some Hindus, Buddhists, Christians, and Jews 
Wondered what stories they should choose. 

Even thought they’d already so many chosen, 
They just didn’t want to keep notions so frozen; 
So they met to merge the postulations into one, 
Thinking that this might be a whole lot of fun. 

“In our hypothesis, there is just the only One.” 
“Well, our conception is a multitude of many Some.” 
“Well, we’ll part way meet: there’s only the Holy One” 
“Nah, the odds of that are over three million to one!” 

“Buddha of us was one, so of Gods there are none; 
A human above all that now’s not seen by the sun!” 

“Humph! Holy Jesus of our one God was His son! 
He lit mankind’s darkness with light of the Sun!” 

“No, Jewish Jesus was not of any nature Divine, 
But was just a mere man much ahead of his time. 
This you all should know, being there at the time. 
Look at our history singing old biblical rhymes.” 

“All is not real, so what is this great big fuss? 
Retreat back to where it’s all at to slow the rush.” 

“Oh God’s universe and creatures are so real 
And that is why we’re making this very big deal.” 



“In the afterlife, we in Hell or Heaven reside.” 
“Not so fast, for in between these realms we lie, 
And if you in this testing life don’t do so well, 
You’ll have so many subhuman tales to tell.” 

Reason arrived: “Possibility reigned way then back 
‘Before’; there’s nothing even holy about all that. 
‘Tis all made up, those many fabrications made, 

So just let it all be, for this is what existence bade.” 
… 

I have to note, The Hand of the Potter Shakes: 

At the crossroads of His human experiment, 
God wondered where the human nature went: 

“Damn! I formulated it so perfectly in the lab, 
So why did it not turn out exceedingly fab? 

“Adam and Eve failed in the blink of an eye, 
So I sent Commandments down from the sky, 
But ever did humans build the golden calves 

Diminishing my needed adoration into halves. 

“So I killed all experiments but Noah’s sake, 
For they were all a big rainbow of My mistake; 
I right the human course yet once again to sail 

Into those waters where it can not ever fail. 

“What’s this, I see that all again has gone amiss; 
I’ll have Jesus preach the other check to kiss. 

Human nature failed for sure; they put him to death; 
I must check my formulas once again to save the rest. 

“I will send more prophets to shake the mixture up; 
Oh, no, this life cast they still crash; I must give up!” 

Now, the surprise: Existence trumps essence! 
Essence pales, in stature, to existence, 

Even before we know it, which now we do; 
‘Twas what has to be; life eclipses knowing. 



Essence’s knowing is anti-climax; 
It wasn’t fancy and complicated, 

Nor could it have been—it was the simplest. 
‘Hereabouts’ is where the excitement is. 

One need not look where there is no light, 
For being alive is the very meaning of life— 

Living life is the sparkle that gleams so bright; 
Why parade in the dark when all here’s so right? 

 We’re constructed from the stuff of stars grand, 
Through life’s history recorded in strands 

Of DNA, both recent and older, 
These parts conducted, to play as a band. 

All that we are we owe to time, death, and stars. 
Truly, from the stars cometh our help. 

Within a star’s heart, matter transforms itself 
And gives off energy—this is why the stars shine! 

Death is the ultimate evaluator— 
The director of all evolutionary progress. 

Death selects the wise from the silly; 
Death chooses the useful from the useless. 

If we were angels, life would be so just; 
Instead, we try, we push, we climb, we lust, 

We dance, we dream, we feel, and love with zest; 
Yes, all this, thanks to the beast within us! 

From Heaven’s stars spewed the dust eterne; 
Time’s seas nurtured thee and thine in turn. 
From time, death, and dust we thus became, 
And by this, thus, and that we must return. 

All the stars roll by for me to classify; 
Science more and more my life does simplify; 

But I have one final question left to ask: 
‘Why in the world was I born to live and die?’ 



That’s thanks to the prolonged sifting of ‘dies’, 
Of the rest from the best, silly from wise, 

The pointless from the pointed—selection. 
Through what ink-black rivers we had to rise! 

Life’s birthright, long signed by time, dust, and death, 
Doth also serve, for the Earth’s living quests, 

As their epitaph: RIP; time wears, 
The tips of the strands rip, tear; dust is left. 

Science discovers the truth everywhere; 
Philosophers think deep in soft chairs; 

Religion makes begged and bigger questions; 
Evolution shows how we got somewhere. 

Luckily, we live at peak, atop life’s pile 
Of miraculous lives from eons of wiles. 

We’re alive, thanks to all who’ve come before, 
So how can we live by any style but ‘smile’?


